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1. Background 

The Palouse Basin Aquifer Committee (PBAC), and its predecessor committees, have been actively 

engaged for several decades in addressing the concerns with the declining groundwater level in the 

aquifer due to the almost exclusive reliance upon the aquifer for water use demands within the basin since 

withdrawals first occurred in the late 1800s. PBAC’s primary role is to promote implementation of the 

Palouse Basin Groundwater Management Plan, as enacted in 1995, by its member entities. The member 

entities are the cities of Pullman, Moscow, and Palouse; Whitman and Latah counties; Washington State 

University (WSU); and University of Idaho (UI). One of PBAC’s missions is to identify alternative water 

supply sources to supplement and possibly mitigate groundwater withdrawals. 

Over the years, PBAC, its member entities, and federal and state agencies have conducted studies and 

evaluations of water supply alternatives and potential groundwater impact mitigation measures to 

implement. PBAC hired a consultant team beginning in 2015 “to evaluate previously studied water supply 

projects to determine the most promising supply projects for meeting existing and future supply needs in 

the Palouse groundwater basin” (PBAC 2017). The work performed by the consultant team culminated in 

a report entitled Palouse Groundwater Basin Water Supply Alternatives Analysis Report (PBAC 2017). This 

report identified 38 water supply and conservation projects that were subjected to a two-step screening 

process to winnow down the list for identification of the most viable alternatives to carry forward. 

Following the screening process, four alternatives were characterized to meet the regional supplemental 

water supply target. 

2. Purpose 

This technical memorandum has been developed to identify the opportunities for phasing each of the four 

water supply alternatives and describe the phasing approach with respect to required activities for project 

development and implementation and estimated phased project funding requirements. 

Each of the four primary alternatives requires significant amounts of funding for project implementation. 

Phasing a project by pursuing interim steps in an organized approach allows the funding required to be 

spread out over a longer period of time and makes a project more achievable by the PBAC member 
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entities for securing smaller funding portions periodically as part of the overall program and avoiding the 

need to secure the total funding all at once. Additionally, phasing a project and realizing a portion of the 

water supply target will allow the basin entities to study and evaluate the project effects on the aquifer to 

inform the timing to implement to follow-on phases. 

3. Alternative Descriptions 

The following provides brief summary descriptions of the four alternatives that emerged from the previous 

work performed by others. Refer to the PBAC 2017 report for more full descriptions of the projects. 

Figures depicting the alternatives are provided in Section 4. 

3.1 Alternative 1 

Alternative 1 consists of a new diversion intake structure located on the Snake River in the Lower Granite 

Dam pool near the Wawawai Canyon, conveyance system with approximately 25-miles of pipeline, five 

pump stations, four storage tanks, a water treatment plant, and water delivery to Pullman/WSU and 

Moscow/UI existing water distributions systems. 

3.2 Alternative 2 

Alternative 2 is comprised of two distinct project elements which are (1) a new North Fork Palouse River 

diversion and (2) Paradise Creek or South Fork Palouse River recharge for Moscow. 

The North Fork Palouse River diversion portion of the alternative entails a new river diversion intake 

structure, two pump stations, one storage tank, a water treatment plant, conveyance pipelines, energy 

recovery system, and water delivery to Pullman/WSU and Moscow/UI existing water distributions systems. 

The Moscow aquifer recharge portion of the alternative includes a new river diversion intake on either 

Paradise Creek or South Fork Palouse River, pump station, water treatment plant, and recharge well(s). 

3.3 Alternative 3 

Alternative 3 is also comprised of two distinct project elements: (1) Flannigan Creek Storage and (2) South 

Fork Palouse River Diversion. 

The Flannigan Creek Storage portion of the alternative consists of a new 102-foot tall dam on Flannigan 

Creek creating 6,600 acre-feet of storage, reservoir outlet works, two pump stations, one storage tank, 

approximately 13-miles of pipeline, energy reduction in-line hydropower generation facility, a water 

treatment plant, and water delivery to Moscow/UI existing water distributions systems. 

The South Fork Palouse River Diversion portion of the alternative a new diversion intake structure, river 

intake pump station, water treatment plant, and a pipeline for water delivery to the Pullman existing water 

distribution system for use in Pullman and WSU. 

3.4 Alternative 4 

Alternative 4 is a combination of five unique elements consisting of: 

1) Paradise Creek Aquifer Recharge – a new diversion structure on Paradise Creek near Moscow, river 

intake pump station, water treatment plant, and active injection of treated water to recharge wells in 

Moscow. 
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2) South Fork Palouse River Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) – a new diversion structure on South 

Fork Palouse River in or near Pullman, river intake pump station, water treatment plant, and active 

injection of treated water to ASR wells in Pullman. 

3) Pullman Wastewater Reuse – an upgrade to the Pullman Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) to 

produce Class A reclaimed water, reclaimed water pump station, storage tank, and distribution pipes 

for reuse at sites in Pullman and the WSU campus. 

4) Moscow Water Reuse – upgrades to the Moscow WWTP to meet the Class A reclaimed water 

requirements, reclaimed water pump station, conveyance pipeline, and infiltration basins for passive 

infiltration of reclaimed water into the aquifer. 

5) Additional Conservation – additional water conservation measures resulting in 15 percent additional 

savings, beyond the baseline projection, that have yet to be determined but would include reducing 

landscape irrigation beyond those that have already been implemented. 

4. Alternative Interim Steps Descriptions 

The four alternatives were evaluated independently of each other to identify opportunities for establishing 

interim steps that could be achieved to frame phased projects. Alternatives 1 and 2 have interconnectivity 

that informed the phase development whereas the other two alternatives are comprised of separate, 

discrete projects that are inherently divided to form the basis for interim step definition. Each of the 

alternatives has a number assigned (e.g. Alternative 1) and lettering was assigned to each of the phases 

(e.g. Alternative 1A) to distinguish between the various associated construction elements.  

Additionally, each of the identified phases for an alternative were evaluated to determine if there were 

opportunities to group facility construction steps and assign the bundled construction steps as bid 

packages. Assigning bid packages within a phase of an alternative allows similar construction work to be 

bid and constructed by contractors that specialize in that type of work. Assigning bid packages also allows 

for a greater degree of flexibility for design, bid, and construction where one bid package can be advanced 

more quickly for construction work that can and/or needs to occur earlier while other design and 

construction requires more time or needs to occur later once the early construction is completed. The 

identified bid packages were assigned an alpha numeric designator as well aligned with the phased 

alternative. 

4.1 Alternative 1 

For Alternative 1, two interim steps are envisioned with the first phase (Alternative 1A) consisting of the 

Snake River diversion, water treatment plant, and the associated conveyance system with water delivery to 

Pullman/WSU. For Alternative 1A, pump stations and water treatment plant would be constructed, and 

equipment installed to accommodate this first portion of design flow and allow for capacity expansion 

when the subsequent phase is advanced. The second phase (Alternative 1B) consists of flow and treatment 

capacity expansions to the pump stations and water treatment plant and the conveyance system (pump 

station and pipeline) for water delivery to Moscow/UI. Figure 4-1 shows Alternative 1 phasing. 

Two bid packages have been identified for Alternative 1A. Bid package 1 consists of the river intake, 

conveyance system to the water treatment plant, and the conveyance system to Pullman/WSU. Bid 

package 2 is focused on the water treatment plant portion of work. 

Alternative 1B is listed as bid package 3 with each work element bundled under one package; however, the 

water treatment plant capacity expansion work could be carved out as a stand-alone bid package separate 

from the conveyance system work. 
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Figure 4-1. Alternative 1 Phasing 

4.2 Alternative 2 

Alternative 2 can first be separated into the Paradise Creek/South Fork Palouse River aquifer recharge for 

Moscow project and the North Fork Palouse River diversion project. The Paradise Creek/South Fork 

Palouse River aquifer recharge for Moscow project (Alternative 2A) is not shown to be broken down further 

into smaller phases given that it is a discrete project; however, there is an opportunity to phase the 

construction of the water treatment and recharge wells if a strategic reason for doing so is identified later. 

Within Alternative 2A, two bid packages have been identified with one bid package for the water treatment 

plant work and one bid package for diversion structure, pump station, and recharge wells. 

The North Fork Palouse River diversion project (Alternative 2B) can be implemented in two phases with 

Alternative 2B1 consisting of the river intake and pump station, conveyance to the water treatment plant, 

water treatment plant, and the conveyance system for water delivery to Pullman/WSU. Alternative 2B1 is 

viewed as two bid packages with one bid package associated with the water treatment plant and the 

second bid package associated with the other work elements. Alternative 2B2 entails increasing the 

pumping capacity at the intake pump station, increasing the treatment capacity at the water treatment 

plant, increasing pumping capacity for conveyance to Moscow, and the conveyance system for water 

delivery to Moscow/UI. Alternative 2B2 is seen to be constructed as one bid package, but could be 

accomplished issuing two packages with one focused on the water treatment plant capacity expansion. 

Figure 4-2 depicts Alternative 2 phasing. 
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Figure 4-2. Alternative 2 Phasing 

4.3 Alternative 3 

Alternative 3 has two distinct, discrete project elements that suggest implementing it in two phases, with 

one phase being the South Fork Palouse River diversion for Pullman/WSU (Alternative 3A) and one phase 

aligned with the Flannigan Creek storage, conveyance, and treatment for Moscow/UI (Alternative 3B). 

Figure 4-3 depicts Alternative 3 phasing approach. 

Alternative 3A has been identified to be implemented as two bid packages, with one bid package 

associated with the water treatment plant and the other bid package containing the river intake and 

conveyance system.  

Alternative 3B is envisioned to consist of three bid packages based on the following: 

 Bid package 1 – Flannigan Creek Reservoir and outlet works 

 Bid package 2 – conveyance system to the water treatment plant inclusive of the in-line hydropower 

generation facility 

 Bid package 3 – water treatment plant and water delivery pipeline to Moscow/UI 
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Figure 4-3. Alternative 3 Phasing 

4.4 Alternative 4 

Alternative 4 consists of five distinct, discrete project elements that are can be viewed as five separate 

phases. The following lists the phase designation assignments and the implementation sequencing 

determined by others as provided in the PBAC 2017 report. 

 Alternative 4A - South Fork Palouse River ASR in Pullman 

 Alternative 4B - Paradise Creek aquifer recharge in Moscow 

 Alternative 4C – wastewater reuse in Pullman 

 Alternative 4D – wastewater reuse for groundwater recharge in Moscow 

 Alternative 4E – additional water conservation measures 

Figure 4-4 shows the phase locations for Alternative 4. 

A total of four bid packages are envisioned, one each for Alternatives 4A, 4B, 4C, and 4D. Alternative 4E is 

currently not well defined in terms of what actual measures will be implemented and Jacobs believes that 

this alternative will be based on incentive initiatives for the public to implement over some indeterminate 

amount of time. Therefore, Jacobs has not characterized Alternative 4E as a bid package for construction. 
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Figure 4-4. Alternative 4 Phasing 

Alternatives 1A and 2B1 have been packaged to supply water to Washington and the follow-on phases 

Alternatives 1B and 2B2 would expand capacity to supply water to Idaho. These two alternative phasing 

plans were framed to allow the water that is diverted in Washington to stay in Washington and avoid 

interstate water transfer during the first phase. Since interstate water transfer will require legislative action 

in both Washington and Idaho, a multi-year process will likely be required to establish the framework. 

A phase one project consisting of water diversions in Washington that are conveyed to supply water in 

Idaho could be significantly delayed in getting completed while the legislative processes are resolved. 

5. Project Development Activity Descriptions 

To assist in developing a roadmap for advancing a preferred alternative once one is selected, typical 

project development activities have been generated and included to supplement the project phasing 

assignments described in Section 4. The following is a list of the project development activities that have 

been mapped to the alternatives phasing: 

 Pre-construction funding procurement 

– This activity would occur as a first step to provide the necessary funds to support all of the tasks 

leading up to construction bidding and procurement.  

 Construction funding procurement 

– This activity occurs as project design and permitting are being completed to line up the needed 

funds to pay for the actual construction of the water supply project. 

 Water rights acquisition 

 Water quality data collection 

– Depending on the selected preferred alternative, there may be adequate historical water quality 

data available to inform the design; however, this activity is shown for each alternative as a 

conservative placeholder on the basis that data will need to be collected for any of the projects. 
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 Geotechnical pre-feasibility screening and evaluation 

– This activity is envisioned to only be needed for the Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir dam 

project as a typical task for any dam design. 

 Feasibility, project definition, route study, site selection, and facility siting (5 percent design) 

– This activity would leverage the previously prepared high-level planning and project vision reports 

to define design criteria, pipeline routes, and land and easement acquisition requirements. The 

information would also support initial environmental planning and outreach.  

 Preliminary environmental review 

– This activity would allow for early engagement with federal and state agencies in anticipation of 

environmental permitting for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Clean Water Act Section 401 

and 404 permits and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)/Washington State Environmental 

Policy Act (WA SEPA)/Idaho Department of Environmental Quality Environmental Impact 

Document (IDEQ EID) permitting, assuming that federal and state funds will be used for project 

implementation. 

 Memorandums of Agreement (MOAs) and land/easement acquisitions required for project 

implementation 

 Topographic and bathymetric surveying of the project facility locations and pipeline corridors 

 Geotechnical field exploration of the facility locations and pipeline corridors 

 Preliminary (30 percent) design 

 NEPA, WA SEPA, and/or IDEQ EID review process 

 Water treatment equipment pre-selection and pilot testing 

 Final design 

 Permitting for USACE Clean Water Act Section 404 permit, highway/road right-of-way encroachment, 

stormwater general permits, water treatment plant permits to construct, etc.  

 Construction bidding, award, and contracting for each bid package 

 Long-lead time equipment and material manufacturing and delivery 

 Construction, facility startup, and commissioning 

6. Construction and Soft Cost Allocations 

Water supply project cost summaries for each of the four alternatives were provided in the PBAC 2017 

report and were generated in terms of October 2016 dollars. The values from these cost estimate values 

served as the basis for cost allocations to each of the sub-alternative construction elements. These 

construction element cost allocations have been escalated to May 2021 dollars through application of the 

Engineering News-Record Construction Cost Index numbers resulting in a 14.9 percent increase from 

October 2016 dollars to account for inflation and other market price adjustments. 

For the alternatives that have full pump station and water treatment plant construction apportioned 

between two phases, the following allocations have been applied to account for the initial, phase one 

construction and the follow-on, phase two capacity increase construction: 
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 Pump station(s) 

– 95 percent of total facility construction cost applied to the initial, phase one construction. The 

facility foundations, enclosure, pump bays, and other infrastructure would be constructed to 

accommodate full build-out capacity. The additional pumps, electrical equipment and wiring, and 

pump discharge piping and valves would be installed as part of the follow-on capacity expansion 

construction effort. 

– 5 percent of total facility construction cost applied to increase capacity for second phase of 

construction. A factor of 1.1 has been applied to this second phase cost to account for the extra 

cost associated with a separate contractor procurement process, equipment/material cost 

increases due to time lag, and contractor remobilization. 

 Water treatment plant 

– 85 percent of the total facility construction cost applied to the initial, phase one construction. The 

facility foundations, enclosures, water holding structures, yard piping, and other infrastructure 

would be constructed to accommodate full build-out capacity. The additional equipment and 

material required to bring the additional treatment train elements online for increased full build-

out capacity would be installed as part of the follow-on capacity expansion construction effort. 

– 15 percent of the total construction cost applied to increase treatment capacity for second phase 

of construction. A factor of 1.1 has been applied to this second phase cost to account for the extra 

cost associated with a separate contractor procurement process, equipment/material cost 

increases due to time lag, and contractor remobilization. 

The sales tax as noted below was included in a portion of the PBAC 2017 report’s cost estimates and have 

been carried forward for the costs documented in this technical memorandum for consistency between 

the documents: 

 A 6 percent sales tax is applied to the Flannigan Creek Reservoir and Outlet Works portion of 

Alternative 3. 

 A 7.8 percent sales tax is applied to the construction costs associated with the “Wastewater Reuse in 

Pullman” portion of Alternative 4 (Alternative 4C). The PBAC 2017 report used a value of 7.6 percent; 

however, current combined Washington state and Whitman County sales tax is 7.8 percent. 

In the PBAC 2017 report, a 20 percent contingency cost factor was applied to each alternative with the 

exception of the Wastewater Reuse for Groundwater Recharge in Moscow portion of Alternative 4 

(Alternative 4D) for which a 50 percent contingency was applied. The costs reported in this technical 

memorandum have applied the same contingency factor values for consistency. 

The PBAC 2017 report applied a 15 percent lump sum cost for engineering design and support during 

construction. In Jacobs’ experience, the total engineering costs incurred are typically on the order of 

25 percent of construction costs for project development from design inception through final construction 

completion. Therefore, the engineering cost reported in this technical memorandum is established by 

applying a 25 percent cost allocation to the construction cost estimate without contingency and includes 

engineering involvement as follows: 

 Design (10 percent) 

 Permitting support (exclusive of environmental permitting), bidding support, services during 

construction, startup and commissioning, and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) 

integration (15 percent, collectively) 
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The PBAC 2017 report did not include costs for other soft costs beyond engineering that are required to 

support project design and implementation but have been accounted for in this technical memorandum. 

The following is a list of additional soft costs that have been added and an explanation of how the 

associated cost was established: 

 Topographic and bathymetric surveying – costs are estimated to be 0.5 percent of the construction 

cost estimate exclusive of contingency. 

 Geotechnical field exploration – costs are estimated to be 1 percent of the construction cost exclusive 

of contingency. 

 Environmental permitting – cost is estimated to be 25 percent of the design cost. 

A cost for water rights acquisition was derived for the Alternative 1 Snake River diversion in the PBAC 2017 

report but comparable costs were not shown for the other alternatives. The same approach was followed 

in this technical memorandum for consistency; however, this appears to be a cost that is presently 

unaccounted for with respect to Alternatives 2, 3, and 4. 

7. Activity Duration Assignments 

Duration assignments for the project implementation activities included in this reporting have been 

established and assigned based on Jacobs’ experience for other similar projects. A few additional 

comments pertaining to individual activities are as follows: 

 The durations for pre-construction funding and construction commitment funding are assumed and 

could be shorter or longer for the actual time required to complete.  

 The duration assigned for the water rights acquisition activity are based on professional judgement of 

approximated longest time typically encountered in Washington and Idaho to complete the process. 

 The duration for time required to establish MOAs and land/easement acquisitions for facility siting 

and pipeline corridors is assumed and could vary depending on land ownership entity engagement. 

 The durations assigned for the construction period could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are 

needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and/or other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays. 

8. Schedule Development 

Project implementation schedules have been prepared for each alternative and their respective phasing 

plans to provide a vision of how each alternative could unfold as PBAC moves forward once a preferred 

alternative is identified. The project implementation activities with the associated durations have been 

mapped to the alternative phases and associated project elements. An assumed project implementation 

start date is applied. 

It is assumed the following project implementation activities would be performed for the alternative as a 

whole prior to advancing a specific phase, since these activities need to be completed to inform and serve 

as the basis for the subsequent activities: 

 Water rights acquisition 

 Water quality data collection 

 Geotechnical pre-feasibility screening and evaluation (Alternative 3B Flannigan Creek Reservoir dam 

project only) 
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 Feasibility, project definition, route study, site selection, and facility siting (5 percent design) 

 Preliminary environmental review 

 MOAs and land/easement acquisitions required for project implementation 

 Topographic and bathymetric surveying of the project facility locations and pipeline corridors 

 Geotechnical field exploration of the facility locations and pipeline corridors 

 Preliminary (30 percent) design 

 NEPA, WA SEPA, and/or IDEQ EID review process 

Upon completion of these activities, each schedule is broken down into phases and bid packages, as 

described previously. The first activity for the phase is to secure final funding and then each phase is 

broken down into bid packages which consist of the following sequence of activities: 

 Treatment Equipment Pre-Selection and Pilot Testing (where applicable) 

 Final Design 

 Permitting 

 Bid/Award/Contracting 

 Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery (where applicable) 

 Construction 

In some cases, bid packages consist of multiple discrete elements with separate activity durations. In those 

cases the longest activity duration sets the duration of the bid package.  

Within each schedule, some time lag has been included between phases and bid packages in order to 

minimize the number of overlapping activities and reduce the monthly cash flow burden of the 

alternatives. The lag between phases and bid packages, as well as the sequence of the same, in the 

schedules and cash flow documents is somewhat arbitrary. In the future, a final packaging, sequencing, 

and phasing plan will need to be developed to dovetail with actual funding schedules and constraints. 

9. Results 

The alternative project phasing assignments, project cost estimates, bid package assignments, and project 

implementation activities and their estimated durations are documented in Attachment 1. Detailed 

phased alternative project implementation schedules are provided in Attachment 2. 

Example cash flow charts for each phased alternative have been developed and are shown in Figures 9-1 

through 9-4. These cash flow charts are based on allocations of the costs provided in Attachment 1 to the 

project implementation schedules provided in Attachment 2. The cash flow charts are intended to provide 

PBAC with graphical representations of how the project costs could potentially be incurred over time to 

complete each alternative with an assumed implementation start date. The cash flow charts below were 

developed based on a flatline allocation of costs to activities in each schedule, as appropriate. Attachment 

3 tabulates the cost breakdown for the example cash flow charts.  
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Figure 9-1. Alternative 1 Phased Cash Flow Chart Example 

 

Figure 9-2. Alternative 2 Phased Cash Flow Chart Example 
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Figure 9-3. Alternative 3 Phased Cash Flow Chart Example 

 

Figure 9-4. Alternative 4 Phased Cash Flow Chart Example 

10. Other Considerations 

A local utility provider is currently conducting a business case evaluation of a possible new off-channel 

pumped storage reservoir and hydropower facility that would be located along the Snake River. The utility 

is evaluating the feasibility of multiple project locations with one proposed site in the same general vicinity 

as the Snake River intake for Alternative 1 described in this technical memorandum. The utility is exploring 
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the viability of a pumped storage hydropower project as they move towards adding more renewable 

resource projects to their portfolio and reducing their carbon footprint and greenhouse gas emissions. If 

the utility determines that a project meets their business goals and selects the proposed Alternative 1 

location, PBAC could benefit by defraying a portion of the costs associated with Alternative 1. PBAC could 

negotiate with the utility for additional reservoir storage volume as an off-channel source of supplemental 

surface water for the Palouse basin. Assuming the decision by the utility and successful negotiations 

between the utility and PBAC, the potential exists that a portion of costs associated with Alternative 1 

would be paid for in full or in part by the utility pertaining to the water rights, intake structure, and pump 

station. There would likely be a cost to PBAC for constructing the additional reservoir storage capacity. 

Should this pan out, Alternative 1 could become less expensive overall and could affect its ranking 

amongst the other three water supply alternatives. 

11. Next Steps 

Based on Jacobs’ understanding, PBAC will perform the following as they work towards selecting a 

preferred alternative to advance: 

 Continue to evaluate the four alternatives 

 Engage the public for input on the alternatives 

 Conduct initial conversations with fisheries agencies that could influence alternative viability 

 Continue to explore water rights options and implications for new surface water withdrawals in Idaho 

and/or Washington 

 Pursue an interstate water transfer compact between Washington and Idaho 

Once a preferred alternative is selected, PBAC is encouraged to revisit this document with respect to 

project implementation activities and their associated durations for refinement. For example, an 

evaluation of the water quality data that has been collected and available for use may determine the data 

is adequate to inform a design and, therefore, this activity can be eliminated from the project 

implementation schedule and cash flow chart.  

The information contained in this document is intended to serve as a tool for later refinement and use as 

PBAC works through the process of pursuing a project. The project implementation schedules can be 

updated to enter more accurate project implementation start dates as they become known. The cash flow 

charts can be updated as more refined construction cost estimates are developed. 

Based on the evaluation being performed as described in Other Considerations, PBAC is encouraged to 

monitor news and updates regarding a potential new off-channel pumped storage hydropower project 

that could emerge and positively impact Alternative 1 project implementation considerations and ranking. 

12. References 

Palouse Basin Aquifer Committee (PBAC). 2017. Palouse Groundwater Basin Water Supply Alternatives 

Analysis Report. March. 
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

Construction Cost 

Estimate (Oct 

2016 Dollars)

Construction Cost 

Estimate 

(Escalated to May 

2021 Dollars) Contingency 
1,2

Surveying / 

Bathymetry 
3

Geotechnical Field 

Exploration 
4

Engineering 
5

Phased Portion 

of 

Environmental 

Permitting 
6,7

Total 

Estimated 

Costs

Pre-

Construction 

Funding 
8

1 Snake River Diversion and Pipeline to Pullman and Moscow (Project 11, Regional)

Water Rights 13,440,000$         15,444,162$          

River Intake and Pump Station 2,360,879$            2,712,931$            

Conveyance Pipeline, Pump Stations, and Storage Tanks to WTP 22,639,341$         26,015,303$          

Water Treatment Plant (WTP) 12,906,732$         14,831,373$          

Conveyance to Pullman/WSU (pipeline) 640,441$               735,943$                

Increase Capacity for Conveyance to WTP 1,310,699$            1,506,149$            

Increase WTP Treatment Capacity 2,505,424$            2,879,031$            

Conveyance to Moscow/UI (pipeline, pump station) 8,490,460$            9,756,550$            

Notes:

a portion 

covered as part 

of funding 

12 months1,493,493$      

353,543$          21,071,179$    

88,780,510$    Snake River Diversion and Conveyance to PullmanA

Conveyance to MoscowB

11,947,943$        

2,828,346$          

14,934,928$          

3,535,433$             

221,478$              442,956$                   

70,709$                141,417$                   

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

1 Snake River Diversion and Pipeline to Pullman and Moscow (Project 11, Regional)

Water Rights

River Intake and Pump Station

Conveyance Pipeline, Pump Stations, and Storage Tanks to WTP

Water Treatment Plant (WTP)

Conveyance to Pullman/WSU (pipeline)

Increase Capacity for Conveyance to WTP

Increase WTP Treatment Capacity

Conveyance to Moscow/UI (pipeline, pump station)

Notes:

Snake River Diversion and Conveyance to PullmanA

Conveyance to MoscowB

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

Construction 

Funding 

Commitment 
8

Water Rights 

Acquisition 
9

Water Quality 

Data Collection 
10

Geotechnical Pre-

Feasibility Screening / 

Evaluation

Feasibility, Project 

Definition, Route Study, 

Site Selection, Facility 

Siting (5%)

Preliminary 

Environmental 

Review

MOA and Land / 

Easement 

Acquisition

Surveying / 

Bathymetry

n/a 3 months

n/a 6 months

12 months 3 months

n/a 5 months

n/a

n/a

5 months

12 months

12 month 

duration that 

occurs 2 years 

4 months4 monthsn/a

n/a

18 months 12 months
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

1 Snake River Diversion and Pipeline to Pullman and Moscow (Project 11, Regional)

Water Rights

River Intake and Pump Station

Conveyance Pipeline, Pump Stations, and Storage Tanks to WTP

Water Treatment Plant (WTP)

Conveyance to Pullman/WSU (pipeline)

Increase Capacity for Conveyance to WTP

Increase WTP Treatment Capacity

Conveyance to Moscow/UI (pipeline, pump station)

Notes:

Snake River Diversion and Conveyance to PullmanA

Conveyance to MoscowB

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

Geotechnical 

Field 

Exploration

Pre-Design 

(30%)

NEPA / SEPA 

/ EID

Treatment 

Equipment Pre-

Selection and 

Pilot Testing Final Design Permitting

Bid / Award / 

Contracting

Equipment / 

Material 

Manufacturing 

and Delivery

6 months 4 months

9 months 6 months

6 months 12 months 12 months 9 months

4 months (bid 

package 2) 6 months

7 months

n/a

9 months 6 months

4 months (part 

of bid package 

1) 4 months

n/a

n/a

7 months

6 months

12 months 9 months
4 months (bid 

package 1)
n/a

6 months 4 months
4 months (bid 

package 3)

18 months6 months

n/a
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

1 Snake River Diversion and Pipeline to Pullman and Moscow (Project 11, Regional)

Water Rights

River Intake and Pump Station

Conveyance Pipeline, Pump Stations, and Storage Tanks to WTP

Water Treatment Plant (WTP)

Conveyance to Pullman/WSU (pipeline)

Increase Capacity for Conveyance to WTP

Increase WTP Treatment Capacity

Conveyance to Moscow/UI (pipeline, pump station)

Notes:

Snake River Diversion and Conveyance to PullmanA

Conveyance to MoscowB

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

Construction Duration Estimate 
11

Construction Duration Notees

River intake - 6 months, PS - 12 months

includes 4 months equipment procurement

12 months (assumes 2 pipeline crews and 

concurrent work on booster PS and tanks) includes material procurement

2 years

3 to 6 months includes material procurement

3 months

9 months

6 to 9 months includes material procurement
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

Construction Cost 

Estimate (Oct 

2016 Dollars)

Construction Cost 

Estimate 

(Escalated to May 

2021 Dollars) Contingency 
1,2

Surveying / 

Bathymetry 
3

Geotechnical Field 

Exploration 
4

Engineering 
5

Phased Portion 

of 

Environmental 

Permitting 
6,7

Total 

Estimated 

Costs

Pre-

Construction 

Funding 
8

2 North Fork Palouse River Diversion (Project 8) and Pipeline to Pullman Plus Paradise Creek or South Fork Palouse Aquifer Recharge for Moscow (Project 14)

Diversion Structure 290,897$               334,275$                

Pump Station 363,622$               417,845$                

Water Treatment Plant 10,218,877$         11,742,708$          

Recharge Well(s) 351,325$               403,714$                

B North Fork Palouse River Diversion and Pipeline to Pullman

River Intake and Pump Station 1,173,876$            1,348,923$            

Conveyance to WTP 4,860,829$            5,585,672$            

Water Treatment Plant 12,838,642$         14,753,131$          

Booster Pump Station with Storage and 1+N Pump 3,109,529$            3,573,219$            

Pipeline to Pullman 3,244,261$            3,728,043$            

Hydropower Facilty 270,355$               310,670$                

Increase Pumping Capacity at Intake Pump Station 61,681$                 70,879$                  

Increase WTP Treatment Capacity 2,492,207$            2,863,843$            

Increase Pumping Capacity for Conveyance to Moscow 180,025$               206,871$                

Pipeline to Moscow 5,250,230$            6,033,140$            

Hydropower Facilty 258,117$               296,607$                

Notes:

a portion 

covered as part 

of funding 

above through 

30% pre-

12 months

12 months

5,859,932$          7,324,914.49$       

1,894,268$          2,367,835$             

146,498$              292,997$                   

47,357$                94,713$                     

43,656,490$    

14,112,296$    

322,464$          

732,491$          

236,783$          

19,218,829$    Paradise Creek / South Fork Palouse River Aquifer Recharge for MoscowA 64,493$                128,985$                   2,579,709$          3,224,636$             

B1 Pullman Water Supply

Moscow Water SupplyB2

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

2 North Fork Palouse River Diversion (Project 8) and Pipeline to Pullman Plus Paradise Creek or South Fork Palouse Aquifer Recharge for Moscow (Project 14)

Diversion Structure

Pump Station

Water Treatment Plant

Recharge Well(s)

B North Fork Palouse River Diversion and Pipeline to Pullman

River Intake and Pump Station

Conveyance to WTP

Water Treatment Plant

Booster Pump Station with Storage and 1+N Pump

Pipeline to Pullman

Hydropower Facilty

Increase Pumping Capacity at Intake Pump Station

Increase WTP Treatment Capacity

Increase Pumping Capacity for Conveyance to Moscow

Pipeline to Moscow

Hydropower Facilty

Notes:

Paradise Creek / South Fork Palouse River Aquifer Recharge for MoscowA

B1 Pullman Water Supply

Moscow Water SupplyB2

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

Construction 

Funding 

Commitment 
8

Water Rights 

Acquisition 
9

Water Quality 

Data Collection 
10

Geotechnical Pre-

Feasibility Screening / 

Evaluation

Feasibility, Project 

Definition, Route Study, 

Site Selection, Facility 

Siting (5%)

Preliminary 

Environmental 

Review

MOA and Land / 

Easement 

Acquisition

Surveying / 

Bathymetry

n/a

n/a

12 months

n/a

n/a 3 months

n/a 5 months

12 months 3 months

n/a 2 months

n/a 5 months

n/a 2 months

n/a n/a

n/a n/a

n/a n/a

n/a 5 months

n/a 2 months

4 months

4 months

4 months

4 months

12 months

12 months

18 months

a portion 

covered as part 

of funding above 

through 30% pre-

design; another 

12 months

12 months 2 months

n/a

n/a

12 months 18 months n/a 4 months 4 months
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

2 North Fork Palouse River Diversion (Project 8) and Pipeline to Pullman Plus Paradise Creek or South Fork Palouse Aquifer Recharge for Moscow (Project 14)

Diversion Structure

Pump Station

Water Treatment Plant

Recharge Well(s)

B North Fork Palouse River Diversion and Pipeline to Pullman

River Intake and Pump Station

Conveyance to WTP

Water Treatment Plant

Booster Pump Station with Storage and 1+N Pump

Pipeline to Pullman

Hydropower Facilty

Increase Pumping Capacity at Intake Pump Station

Increase WTP Treatment Capacity

Increase Pumping Capacity for Conveyance to Moscow

Pipeline to Moscow

Hydropower Facilty

Notes:

Paradise Creek / South Fork Palouse River Aquifer Recharge for MoscowA

B1 Pullman Water Supply

Moscow Water SupplyB2

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

Geotechnical 

Field 

Exploration

Pre-Design 

(30%)

NEPA / SEPA 

/ EID

Treatment 

Equipment Pre-

Selection and 

Pilot Testing Final Design Permitting

Bid / Award / 

Contracting

Equipment / 

Material 

Manufacturing 

and Delivery

n/a 6 months 3 months

n/a 6 months 4 months

12 months 9 months

4 months (bid 

package A2) 6 months

n/a 6 months

4 months (bid 

package A1)

6 months 4 months

7 months

6 months 12 months
12 months 9 months

4 months (bid 

package B2)
6 months

4 months

n/a

n/a

n/a 9 months 4 months

9 months

6 months
18 months

n/a

n/a

18 months 9 months

4 months (bid 

package A1)

6 months 6 months

7 months

4 months (bid 

package B1)

4 months (bid 

package B1)

4 months (bid 

package B3)

6 months

6 months

7 months 6 months

12 months

12 months
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

2 North Fork Palouse River Diversion (Project 8) and Pipeline to Pullman Plus Paradise Creek or South Fork Palouse Aquifer Recharge for Moscow (Project 14)

Diversion Structure

Pump Station

Water Treatment Plant

Recharge Well(s)

B North Fork Palouse River Diversion and Pipeline to Pullman

River Intake and Pump Station

Conveyance to WTP

Water Treatment Plant

Booster Pump Station with Storage and 1+N Pump

Pipeline to Pullman

Hydropower Facilty

Increase Pumping Capacity at Intake Pump Station

Increase WTP Treatment Capacity

Increase Pumping Capacity for Conveyance to Moscow

Pipeline to Moscow

Hydropower Facilty

Notes:

Paradise Creek / South Fork Palouse River Aquifer Recharge for MoscowA

B1 Pullman Water Supply

Moscow Water SupplyB2

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

Construction Duration Estimate 
11

Construction Duration Notees

6 months

9 months includes 4 months equipment procurement

2 years

3 to 6 months

River intake - 6 months, PS - 9 months includes 4 months equipment procurement

6 months includes material procurement

2 years

9 months longer duration to account 1M gallon bolted steel storage tank

7 months includes material procurement

9 months includes 6 month equipment procurement

6 months includes 4 months equipment procurement

9 months includes 6 months for equipment procurement

6 months includes 4 months equipment procurement

8 months includes material procurement

9 months includes 6 month equipment procurement
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

Construction Cost 

Estimate (Oct 

2016 Dollars)

Construction Cost 

Estimate 

(Escalated to May 

2021 Dollars) Contingency 
1,2

Surveying / 

Bathymetry 
3

Geotechnical Field 

Exploration 
4

Engineering 
5

Phased Portion 

of 

Environmental 

Permitting 
6,7

Total 

Estimated 

Costs

Pre-

Construction 

Funding 
8

3 Flannigan Creek Storage, Conveyance, and Treatment to Moscow/UI (Project 1) plus South Fork Palouse River Direct Diversion for Pullman/WSU (Project 16)

River Intake and Pump Station 1,177,102$            1,352,631$            

Conveyance to WTP 262,723$               301,900$                

Water Treatment Plant 15,104,285$         17,356,624$          

Pipeline(s) to Pullman and WSU 262,723$               301,900$                

Flannigan Creek Reservoir and Outlet Works 13,011,500$         14,951,765$          

Conveyance to WTP (pipeline, two pump stations, storage tank) 13,192,669$         15,159,950$          

Hydropower Facility 543,383$               624,412$                

Water Treatment Plant 17,282,855$         19,860,061$          

Conveyance to Moscow and UI 497,301$               571,458$                

Notes:

12 months

12 months

10,233,529$        12,791,911$          

3,862,611$          4,828,264$             96,565$                193,131$                   

255,838$              511,676$                   76,239,792$    

28,776,452$    482,826$          

1,279,191$      

A South Fork Palouse River Direct Diversion for Pullman/WSU

Flannigan Creek Storage, Conveyance, and Treatment to Moscow/UIB

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

3 Flannigan Creek Storage, Conveyance, and Treatment to Moscow/UI (Project 1) plus South Fork Palouse River Direct Diversion for Pullman/WSU (Project 16)

River Intake and Pump Station

Conveyance to WTP

Water Treatment Plant

Pipeline(s) to Pullman and WSU

Flannigan Creek Reservoir and Outlet Works

Conveyance to WTP (pipeline, two pump stations, storage tank)

Hydropower Facility

Water Treatment Plant

Conveyance to Moscow and UI

Notes:

A South Fork Palouse River Direct Diversion for Pullman/WSU

Flannigan Creek Storage, Conveyance, and Treatment to Moscow/UIB

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

Construction 

Funding 

Commitment 
8

Water Rights 

Acquisition 
9

Water Quality 

Data Collection 
10

Geotechnical Pre-

Feasibility Screening / 

Evaluation

Feasibility, Project 

Definition, Route Study, 

Site Selection, Facility 

Siting (5%)

Preliminary 

Environmental 

Review

MOA and Land / 

Easement 

Acquisition

Surveying / 

Bathymetry

n/a

n/a

12 months

n/a

n/a 3 months 6 months
6 months

n/a

n/a

12 months

n/a

4 months

4 months 12 months

6 months

12 months 18 months

n/a

n/a

12 months 18 months

4 months 4 months 12 months 3 months
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

3 Flannigan Creek Storage, Conveyance, and Treatment to Moscow/UI (Project 1) plus South Fork Palouse River Direct Diversion for Pullman/WSU (Project 16)

River Intake and Pump Station

Conveyance to WTP

Water Treatment Plant

Pipeline(s) to Pullman and WSU

Flannigan Creek Reservoir and Outlet Works

Conveyance to WTP (pipeline, two pump stations, storage tank)

Hydropower Facility

Water Treatment Plant

Conveyance to Moscow and UI

Notes:

A South Fork Palouse River Direct Diversion for Pullman/WSU

Flannigan Creek Storage, Conveyance, and Treatment to Moscow/UIB

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

Geotechnical 

Field 

Exploration

Pre-Design 

(30%)

NEPA / SEPA 

/ EID

Treatment 

Equipment Pre-

Selection and 

Pilot Testing Final Design Permitting

Bid / Award / 

Contracting

Equipment / 

Material 

Manufacturing 

and Delivery

12 months 9 months
4 months (bid 

package A2)
6 months

n/a 6 months
4 months (bid 

package A1)
n/a

7 months 2 years
4 months (bid 

package B1)
6 months

12 months 9 months 6 months

n/a 6 months n/a

4 months

7 months

6 months 18 months

n/a

12 months 6 months

4 months (bid 

package B3)

4 months (bid 

package B2)
4 months

6 months 18 months

n/a
4 months (bid 

package A1)

12 months

9 months

6 months
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

3 Flannigan Creek Storage, Conveyance, and Treatment to Moscow/UI (Project 1) plus South Fork Palouse River Direct Diversion for Pullman/WSU (Project 16)

River Intake and Pump Station

Conveyance to WTP

Water Treatment Plant

Pipeline(s) to Pullman and WSU

Flannigan Creek Reservoir and Outlet Works

Conveyance to WTP (pipeline, two pump stations, storage tank)

Hydropower Facility

Water Treatment Plant

Conveyance to Moscow and UI

Notes:

A South Fork Palouse River Direct Diversion for Pullman/WSU

Flannigan Creek Storage, Conveyance, and Treatment to Moscow/UIB

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

Construction Duration Estimate 
11

Construction Duration Notees

River intake - 6 months, PS - 9 months includes 4 months equipment procurement

2 months includes material procurement

2 years

2 months includes material procurement

24 months

9 months for pipeline, 9 months for each PS 

concurrently, 6 months for storage tank

9 months includes 6 month equipment procurement

2 years

2 months includes material procurement
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

Construction Cost 

Estimate (Oct 

2016 Dollars)

Construction Cost 

Estimate 

(Escalated to May 

2021 Dollars) Contingency 
1,2

Surveying / 

Bathymetry 
3

Geotechnical Field 

Exploration 
4

Engineering 
5

Phased Portion 

of 

Environmental 

Permitting 
6,7

Total 

Estimated 

Costs

Pre-

Construction 

Funding 
8

4

River Intake and Pump Station 654,636$               752,255$                

Water Treatment Plant 10,218,877$         11,742,708$          

ASR Well 351,325$               403,714$                

River Intake and Pump Station 654,636$               752,255$                

Water Treatment Plant 10,218,877$         11,742,708$          

ASR Well 351,325$               403,714$                

Pullman WWTP Upgrades 4,972,814$            5,714,356$            

Reclaimed Water Pump Station 515,284$               592,123$                

Conveyance Pipeline to Storage Tank 3,295,446$            3,786,860$            

Reclaimed Water Storage Tank 19,253,089$         22,124,094$          

Distribution System Pipelines to Site in Pullman and WSU 595,056$               683,790$                

Electrical & Controls 1,096,326$            1,259,809$            

Mobilization and Bonds (10%) 1,239,700$            1,424,563$            

Moscow WWTP Upgrades 1,492,000$            1,714,486$            

Pump Station and Conveyance Pipeline (1,000 LF of 12-in HDPE) 177,000$               203,394$                

Infiltration Basins (42,680 SF) 319,000$               366,569$                

E Additional Conservation Additional Conservation Measures 18,690,000$         21,477,038$          4,295,408$          
 assume not 

required 

 assume not 

required 

 assume not 

required 

 assume not 

required 
25,772,446$    

Notes:

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

64,493$                128,987$                   

64,493$                128,987$                   

177,928$              355,856$                   

11,422$                22,844$                     

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

Paradise Creek Aquifer Recharge, South Fork Palouse ASR, Pullman Wastewater Reuse (20), and Moscow Water Reuse and Passive Groundwater Recharge (35) plus Additional 

Conversation

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

Paradise Creek Diversion for Aquifer Recharge in MoscowB

C Wastewater Reuse in Pullman

Wastewater Reuse for Groundwater Recharge in MoscowD

889,640$          

57,111$            4,089,164$      

53,022,538$    

A South Fork Palouse River Diversion for ASR in Pullman

19,219,029$    

19,219,029$    322,467$          

322,467$          

1,142,225$          571,112$                

7,117,119$          8,896,399$             

3,224,669$             2,579,735$          

2,579,735$          3,224,669$             

12 months

12 months

12 months

12 months
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

4

River Intake and Pump Station

Water Treatment Plant

ASR Well

River Intake and Pump Station

Water Treatment Plant

ASR Well

Pullman WWTP Upgrades

Reclaimed Water Pump Station

Conveyance Pipeline to Storage Tank

Reclaimed Water Storage Tank

Distribution System Pipelines to Site in Pullman and WSU

Electrical & Controls

Mobilization and Bonds (10%)

Moscow WWTP Upgrades

Pump Station and Conveyance Pipeline (1,000 LF of 12-in HDPE)

Infiltration Basins (42,680 SF)

E Additional Conservation Additional Conservation Measures 

Notes:

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

Paradise Creek Aquifer Recharge, South Fork Palouse ASR, Pullman Wastewater Reuse (20), and Moscow Water Reuse and Passive Groundwater Recharge (35) plus Additional 

Conversation

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

Paradise Creek Diversion for Aquifer Recharge in MoscowB

C Wastewater Reuse in Pullman

Wastewater Reuse for Groundwater Recharge in MoscowD

A South Fork Palouse River Diversion for ASR in Pullman

Construction 

Funding 

Commitment 
8

Water Rights 

Acquisition 
9

Water Quality 

Data Collection 
10

Geotechnical Pre-

Feasibility Screening / 

Evaluation

Feasibility, Project 

Definition, Route Study, 

Site Selection, Facility 

Siting (5%)

Preliminary 

Environmental 

Review

MOA and Land / 

Easement 

Acquisition

Surveying / 

Bathymetry

n/a

12 months

n/a

n/a

12 months

n/a

n/a n/a

n/a

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

4 months

n/a

n/a 4 months

4 months
12 months 6 months

18 months

12 months n/a n/a 4 months

12 months

4 months

4 months

12 months

12 months

n/a

n/a

n/a

4 months

4 months

3 months

3 months

4 months
12 months n/a

12 months 18 months

12 months
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

4

River Intake and Pump Station

Water Treatment Plant

ASR Well

River Intake and Pump Station

Water Treatment Plant

ASR Well

Pullman WWTP Upgrades

Reclaimed Water Pump Station

Conveyance Pipeline to Storage Tank

Reclaimed Water Storage Tank

Distribution System Pipelines to Site in Pullman and WSU

Electrical & Controls

Mobilization and Bonds (10%)

Moscow WWTP Upgrades

Pump Station and Conveyance Pipeline (1,000 LF of 12-in HDPE)

Infiltration Basins (42,680 SF)

E Additional Conservation Additional Conservation Measures 

Notes:

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

Paradise Creek Aquifer Recharge, South Fork Palouse ASR, Pullman Wastewater Reuse (20), and Moscow Water Reuse and Passive Groundwater Recharge (35) plus Additional 

Conversation

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

Paradise Creek Diversion for Aquifer Recharge in MoscowB

C Wastewater Reuse in Pullman

Wastewater Reuse for Groundwater Recharge in MoscowD

A South Fork Palouse River Diversion for ASR in Pullman

Geotechnical 

Field 

Exploration

Pre-Design 

(30%)

NEPA / SEPA 

/ EID

Treatment 

Equipment Pre-

Selection and 

Pilot Testing Final Design Permitting

Bid / Award / 

Contracting

Equipment / 

Material 

Manufacturing 

and Delivery

n/a 4 months

12 months 6 months

n/a 3 months

n/a 4 months

12 months 6 months

n/a 3 months

n/a 6 months

6 months

n/a

6 months

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a 6 months

3 months 4 months

12 months n/a

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

7 months
6  months 18 months n/a 12 months 6 months

4 months (bid 

package 3)

4 months (bid 

package 2)

18 months

18 months

18 months

6 months

6 months6 months

6 months

4 months (bid 

package 1)

12 months

12 months

12 months

9 months

9 months

9 months

4 months (bid 

package 4)

n/a6 months
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Alternative Project Phasing Plan Summary

Alternative 

No.

Alternative 

Description

Sub-Alt 

ID Sub-Alternative Description Sub-Alternative Elements

4

River Intake and Pump Station

Water Treatment Plant

ASR Well

River Intake and Pump Station

Water Treatment Plant

ASR Well

Pullman WWTP Upgrades

Reclaimed Water Pump Station

Conveyance Pipeline to Storage Tank

Reclaimed Water Storage Tank

Distribution System Pipelines to Site in Pullman and WSU

Electrical & Controls

Mobilization and Bonds (10%)

Moscow WWTP Upgrades

Pump Station and Conveyance Pipeline (1,000 LF of 12-in HDPE)

Infiltration Basins (42,680 SF)

E Additional Conservation Additional Conservation Measures 

Notes:

4) Geotechnical field exploration cost established by applying 1% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

3) Surveying costs are based on applying 0.5% to the construction cost estimate without contingency applied.

11) Construction duration estimates could be impacted if electrical power upgrades are needed to support new facilities, rock is encountered during construction that would reduce daily 

productivity, and other unforeseen conditions that could cause delays.

Paradise Creek Aquifer Recharge, South Fork Palouse ASR, Pullman Wastewater Reuse (20), and Moscow Water Reuse and Passive Groundwater Recharge (35) plus Additional 

Conversation

1) Contingency applied to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C is 20 percent, which is consistent with previous estimating.

2) Contingency applied to Alternative 4D is 50%, which is consistent with previous estimating.

5) Engineering cost estimated to be 25 percent of construction cost estimate exclusive of contingency and includes design, permitting support (exclusive of environmental), bidding support, 

services during construction, startup and commissioning, and SCADA integration. Engineering cost shown for Alternative 3 Flannigan Creek Reservoir does not include costs associated with 

geotechnical field explorations, borings, and laborartory testing that would be required to support the design of the dam.

6) Environmental permitting cost estimated to be 25 percent to project design cost. Project design cost is assumed to be 10 percent of the construction cost exclusive of contingency.

7) Environmental permitting would be performed for each alternative as a whole but the cost has been applied to each sub-alternative to establish a total cost for each sub-alternative.

8) Durations for pre-construction funding and construction funding commitment are assumed.

9) Water rights acquisition duration based on professional judgement of approximated longest duration typically encountered in WA and ID.

10) Water quality data collection may not be required based on which alternative is selected to be advanced and historical data that may already be available. Activity with duration assigned to 

account for this step in the event addition data is required to support a design.

Paradise Creek Diversion for Aquifer Recharge in MoscowB

C Wastewater Reuse in Pullman

Wastewater Reuse for Groundwater Recharge in MoscowD

A South Fork Palouse River Diversion for ASR in Pullman

Construction Duration Estimate 
11

Construction Duration Notees

River intake - 6 months, PS - 9 months includes 4 months equipment procurement

2 years

3 to 6 months

River intake - 6 months, PS - 9 months includes 4 months equipment procurement

2 years

3 to 6 months

9 months includes 6 months for equipment procurement

9 months includes 4 months equipment procurement

2 months includes material procurement

6 months

2 months includes material procurement

2 to 9 months performed in conjunction with other construction line items

n/a

9 months includes 6 months for equipment procurement

9 months includes 4 months equipment procurement

3 months

 5 years
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Attachment 2 
Phased Alternative Project  
Implementation Schedules 





ID

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

Alternative 1 - Snake River Diversion and Pipeline to Pullman and Moscow

Pre-Construction Funding

Construction Funding Commitment

Water Rights Acquisition

Water Quality Data Collection (For WTP)

Feasibility, Project Definition, Route Study, Site Selection, Facility Siting (5%)

Preliminary Environmental Review

MOA and Land/Easement Acquisition

Surveying/Bathymetry and Geotechnical Field Exploration

Preliminary Design (30%)

NEPA/SEPA/EID

Alternative 1A - Snake River Diversion and Conveyance to Pullman

Secure Final Funding

Bid Package 1 (River Intake/PS, Conveyance and Storage to WTP, Conveyance to Pullman/WSU)

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction

Bid Package 2 (Water Treatment Plant)

Treatment Equipment Pre-Selection and Pilot Testing (For WTP)

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction

Alternative 1B - Conveyance to Moscow

Secure Final Funding

Bid Package 3 (Increase Conveyance/WTP capacity, Conveyance to Moscow/UI)

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction
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24

25
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Alternative 2 - North Fork Palouse River Diversion (Project 8) and Pipeline to Pullman Plus Paradise Creek or South Fork Palouse Aquifer Recharge for Moscow (Project 14)

Pre-Construction Funding

Construction Funding Commitment

Water Rights Acquisition

Water Quality Data Collection

Feasibility, Project Definition, Route Study, Site Selection, Facility Siting (5%)

Preliminary Environmental Review

MOA and Land/Easement Acquisition

Surveying/Bathymetry and Geotechnical Field Exploration

Preliminary Design (30%)

NEPA/SEPA/EID

Alternative 2A - Paradise Creek / South Fork Palouse River Aquifer Recharge for Moscow

Secure Final Funding

Bid Package A1 (Diversion Structure, Pump Station, Recharge Well(s))

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction

Bid Package A2 (Water Treatment Plant)

Treatment Equipment Pre-Selection and Pilot Testing

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction
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Split

Milestone

Summary

Project Summary

Inactive Task

Inactive Milestone

Inactive Summary

Manual Task

Duration-only

Manual Summary Rollup

Manual Summary

Start-only

Finish-only

External Tasks

External Milestone

Deadline

Progress

Manual Progress
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Alternative 2B - North Fork Palouse River Diversion and Pileline to Pullman

Alternative 2B1 - Pullman Water Supply

Secure Final Funding

Bid Package B1 (River Intake/PS, Conveyance to WTP, Booster PS/Storage, Pipeline to Pullman, Hydropower Facility)

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction

Bid Package B2 (Water Treatment Plant)

Treatment Equipment Pre-Selection and Pilot Testing

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction

Alternative 2B2 - Moscow Water Supply

Secure Final Funding

Bid Package B3 (Pumping Capacity at Intake PS, Increase WTP Capacity, Increase Conveyance Pumping Capacity, Pipeline to Moscow, Hydropower Facility)

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction
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Alternative 3 - Flannigan Creek Storage, Conveyance, and Treatment to Moscow/UI (Project 1) plus South Fork Palouse River Direct Diversion for Pullman/WSU (Project 16)

Pre-Construction Funding

Construction Funding Commitment

Water Rights Acquisition

Water Quality Data Collection

Feasibility, Project Definition, Route Study, Site Selection, Facility Siting (5%)

Preliminary Environmental Review

MOA and Land/Easement Acquisition

Surveying/Bathymetry and Geotechnical Field Exploration

Preliminary Design (30%)

NEPA/SEPA/EID

Alternative 3A - South Fork Palouse River Direct Diversion for Pullman/WSU

Secure Final Funding

Bid Package A1 (River Intake/PS, Conveyance to WTP, Pipeline(s) to Pullman and WSU)

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction

Bid Package A2 (Water Treatment Plant)

Treatment Equipment Pre-Selection and Pilot Testing

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting
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Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction

Alternative 3B - Flannigan Creek Storage, Conveyance, and Treatment to Moscow/UI

Secure Final Funding

Bid Package B1 (Flannigan Creek Storage and Outlet Works)

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction

Bid Package B2 (Conveyance to WTP, Hydropower Facility)

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction

Bid Package B3 (Water Treatment Plant, Conveyance to Moscow and UI)

Treatment Equipment Pre-Selection and Pilot Testing

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction
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Alternative 4 - Paradise Creek Aquifer Recharge, South Fork Palouse ASR, Pullman Wastewater Reuse (20), and Mascow Water Reuse and Passive Groundwater Recharge (35) plus Additional Conversation

Pre-Construction Funding

Construction Funding Commitment

Water Rights Acquisition

Water Quality Data Collection

Feasibility, Project Definition, Route Study, Site Selection, Facility Siting (5%)

Preliminary Environmental Review

MOA and Land/Easement Acquisition

Surveying/Bathymetry and Geotechnical Field Exploration

Preliminary Design (30%)

NEPA/SEPA/EID

Alternative 4A - South Fork Palouse River Diversion for Aquifer Recharge and ASR

Secure Final Funding

Treatment Equipment Pre-Selection and Pilot Testing

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction

Alternative 4B - Paradise Creek Diversion for Aquifer Recharge and ASR

Secure Final Funding

Treatment Equipment Pre-Selection and Pilot Testing
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Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction

Alternative 4C - Wastewater Reuse in Pullman

Secure Final Funding

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction

Alternative 4D - Wastewater Reuse for Groundwater Recharge in Moscow

Secure Final Funding

Final Design

Permitting

Bid/Award/Contracting

Equipment/Material Manufacturing and Delivery

Construction

Alternative 4E - Additional Conservation

Secure Final Funding

Construction
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Attachment 3 - Example Cash Flow Chart Cost Breakdown Tabulation  

 

In order to apply costs to the project activity timelines and develop a cash flow, the costs for each 
alternative were broken down into the following categories: Environmental Permitting, 
Surveying/Bathymetry, Geotechnical Field Explorations, and Preliminary Design (30%). From there, each 
bid package is broken down into the following categories: Final Design, Permitting, Bidding Support, and 
Construction and Engineering Services During Construction (SDC). The breakdown of costs for each 
alternative are shown in Tables 1 to 4. 

Table 1. Alternative 1 Cost Breakdown for Cash Flow Development 

 
 Estimated Cost  

Environmental Permitting  $ 1,800,000  

Surveying/Bathymetry  $ 300,000  

Geotechnical Field Explorations  $ 600,000  

Preliminary Design (30%)  $ 2,800,000  

Bid Package 1 - Final Design  $ 6,200,000  

Bid Package 1 - Permitting  $ 600,000  

Bid Package 1 - Bidding Support  $ 600,000  

Bid Package 1 - Construction and SDC  $ 47,200,000  

Bid Package 2 - Final Design  $ 2,000,000  

Bid Package 2 - Permitting  $ 200,000  

Bid Package 2 - Bidding Support  $ 200,000  

Bid Package 2 - Construction and SDC  $ 15,600,000  

Bid Package 3 - Final Design  $ 1,900,000  

Bid Package 3 - Permitting  $ 200,000  

Bid Package 3 - Bidding Support  $ 200,000  

Bid Package 3 - Construction and SDC  $ 14,800,000  

Alternative 1 Contingency  $ 14,800,000  

 

Table 2. Alternative 2 Cost Breakdown for Cash Flow Development 

 
 Estimated Cost  

Environmental Permitting  $ 1,300,000  

Surveying/Bathymetry  $ 300,000  

Geotechnical Field Explorations  $ 500,000  

Preliminary Design (30%)  $ 1,900,000  

Bid Package A1 - Final Design  $ 200,000  
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Table 2. Alternative 2 Cost Breakdown for Cash Flow Development 

 
 Estimated Cost  

Bid Package A1 - Permitting  $ 10,000  

Bid Package A1 - Bidding Support  $ 10,000  

Bid Package A1 - Construction and SDC  $ 1,200,000  

Bid Package A2 - Final Design  $ 1,600,000  

Bid Package A2 - Permitting  $ 100,000  

Bid Package A2 - Bidding Support  $ 100,000  

Bid Package A2 - Construction and SDC  $ 12,300,000  

Bid Package B1 - Final Design  $ 2,000,000  

Bid Package B1 - Permitting  $ 200,000  

Bid Package B1 - Bidding Support  $ 200,000  

Bid Package B1 - Construction and SDC  $ 15,300,000  

Bid Package B2 - Final Design  $ 2,000,000  

Bid Package B2 - Permitting  $ 200,000  

Bid Package B2 - Bidding Support  $ 200,000  

Bid Package B2 - Construction and SDC  $ 15,500,000  

Bid Package B3 - Final Design  $ 1,300,000  

Bid Package B3 - Permitting  $ 100,000  

Bid Package B3 - Bidding Support  $ 100,000  

Bid Package B3 - Construction and SDC  $ 9,900,000  

Alternative 2 Contingency  $ 10,300,000  

 

Table 3. Alternative 3 Cost Breakdown for Cash Flow Development 

 
 Estimated Cost  

Environmental Permitting  $ 1,800,000  

Surveying/Bathymetry  $ 400,000  

Geotechnical Field Explorations  $ 700,000  

Preliminary Design (30%)  $ 2,600,000  

Bid Package A1 - Final Design  $ 300,000  

Bid Package A1 - Permitting  $ -  
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Table 3. Alternative 3 Cost Breakdown for Cash Flow Development 

 
 Estimated Cost  

Bid Package A1 - Bidding Support  $ -  

Bid Package A1 - Construction and SDC  $ 2,100,000  

Bid Package A2 - Final Design  $ 2,400,000  

Bid Package A2 - Permitting  $ 200,000  

Bid Package A2 - Bidding Support  $ 200,000  

Bid Package A2 - Construction and SDC  $ 18,200,000  

Bid Package B1 - Final Design  $ 2,100,000  

Bid Package B1 - Permitting  $ 200,000  

Bid Package B1 - Bidding Support  $ 200,000  

Bid Package B1 - Construction and SDC  $ 15,700,000  

Bid Package B2 - Final Design  $ 2,200,000  

Bid Package B2 - Permitting  $ 200,000  

Bid Package B2 - Bidding Support  $ 200,000  

Bid Package B2 - Construction and SDC  $ 16,600,000  

Bid Package B3 - Final Design  $ 2,800,000  

Bid Package B3 - Permitting  $ 300,000  

Bid Package B3 - Bidding Support  $ 300,000  

Bid Package B3 - Construction and SDC  $ 21,500,000  

Alternative 3 Contingency  $ 14,100,000  

 

Table 4. Alternative 4 Cost Breakdown for Cash Flow Development 

 
 Estimated Cost  

Environmental Permitting  $ 1,600,000  

Surveying/Bathymetry  $ 300,000  

Geotechnical Field Explorations  $ 600,000  

Preliminary Design (30%)  $ 2,400,000  

Bid Package 1 - Final Design  $ 300,000  

Bid Package 1 - Permitting  $ 30,000  

Bid Package 1 - Bidding Support  $ 30,000  
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Table 4. Alternative 4 Cost Breakdown for Cash Flow Development 

 
 Estimated Cost  

Bid Package 1 - Construction and SDC  $ 2,400,000  

Bid Package 2 - Final Design  $ 1,800,000  

Bid Package 2 - Permitting  $ 200,000  

Bid Package 2 - Bidding Support  $ 200,000  

Bid Package 2 - Construction and SDC  $ 13,500,000  

Bid Package 3 - Final Design  $ 1,800,000  

Bid Package 3 - Permitting  $ 200,000  

Bid Package 3 - Bidding Support  $ 200,000  

Bid Package 3 - Construction and SDC  $ 13,500,000  

Bid Package 4 - Final Design  $ 4,900,000  

Bid Package 4 - Permitting  $ 400,000  

Bid Package 4 - Bidding Support  $ 400,000  

Bid Package 4 - Construction and SDC  $ 37,300,000  

Additional Conservation   $ 21,500,000  

Alternative 4 Contingency  $ 17,700,000  
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